Velocity percepts of apparent laser speckle motion modulated by voluntary changes of visual accommodation: real-time, in-vivo measurements of the accommodative response.
This study examined negative volitional accommodation under open-loop viewing conditions by means of a coherent laser light pattern (633 nm) whose direction and velocity of motion is determined by the refractive state of the eye. Using the direct scaling procedure of free magnitude estimation, the subjects were required to quantitatively judge velocities of speckles when the retinal image of the subjects' eye was minimally influenced and when the subject was instructed to exert voluntary negative accommodation. Real-time, in-vivo measures of accommodation indicated that the dioptric strength of the crystalline eye lens was reduced under the condition of mental effort, and that the volitional accommodation values ranged between -0.26 and -1.90 D. The amplitude of these responses were noticeably correlated with individual measures of dark focus, so that larger dark focus values were associated with higher amplitudes of the voluntary negative response, and vice versa. By converting the dioptric strength of added optical lenses and the in-vivo measures of the eye lens curvature into angular velocities of laser speckles whose speed changes with focus relative the plane of stationarity, a specification of the proximal stimulus flow was obtained. The psychophysical functions describing the relationship between subjective speed and angular velocity generated either by placing lenses in front of the eye or by voluntary changes in accommodation had approximately the same appearance suggesting that the percepts reported by the subjects were valid and veridical estimates of the velocity of speckle movement.